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03.06.2022

FROM: Artem Atanasov, Chief Sales Officer, Centravis
RE: Situation in Ukraine

Our dear clients, partners, and friends,
The hundredth day of the Ukrainian nation’s heroic confrontation with the Russian military
invasion began. The aggressor continues to launch missile and air strikes on military and civilian
infrastructure in Ukraine. On the night of June 2, Russian troops again fired on areas of the
Dnipropetrovsk region bordering the Kherson region. Fortunately, the situation in Nikopol is
under control, all departments are functioning, and the necessary services are provided.
Production processes at Centravis continue. Despite the howl sirens, the Cold and the Hot Shop
are working to fulfill the plans and produce tubes on time. There is news from our main supplier
of billets “Dneprospetsstal”. On May 29, they launched work and started production of billets
for Centravis. The planning department keeps a finger on the pulse and reschedules the metal for
production work and order fulfillment at lightning speed.
Our Logistics team is actively working and constantly looking for the best and safe ways to
deliver the finished products. The members of the Board of Directors, namely Yuriy Atanasov,
Andrey Krasjuk, Artem Atanasov, stay in Ukraine and keep working. Our Sales offices
worldwide in Essen, Milan, Krakow, Lugano, Houston, and Dubai are open, our Financial and
Administrative Departments, Customer support are ready for your calls and messages.
Summing up the results of May, I would like to note the successful completion of the audit of
pipes for a nuclear power station Hinkley Point C, UK. Representatives of Buhlmann and
Bilfinger highly appreciated the quality of the pipes, which fully complied with the requirements
of the RCCM and EN standards. The Centravis team is proud to be involved in the project that
makes the world a better place and our planet cleaner. Soon you will be able to read about how
the audit was passed on our website and social networks.
We will never tire of thanking for the support you provide. Ukraine's victory is inevitable!
I am at your disposal as well, with all your requests for information or inquiries.

Sincerely,

Artem Atanasov
aatanasov@centravis.com
Tel: +38 067 636 07 91

